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ABSTRACT

HAMMAM QUADERNA inscribes itself in long-lasting research about contemporary thermal space. 
Since the Romans, thermae have been the most shared spaces of the city, devoted to absorbing a 
large part of public life while allowing access to all social classes. A previous step of our research 
has been the temporary transformation of the Maldiere bus stop in Lausanne into a steam bath 
open to the public. In 1972 Zanotta produced the Quaderna Serie, designed by Superstudio. A 
number of modular furniture, called Istograms, populated a democratic landscape, aimed to free 
the action of its inhabitants. Our exercise aims to reweave the continuity of public and thermal 
space, thing out the space with separate intimacy and community. QUADERNA will be the base to 
design and construct new hammam modules.
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QUADERNA by Superstudio

the objects















HAMMAM as shared platform

caring



Terme di Caracalla, Roma, 216 d.C



Kotiharju Sauna, Helsinki



Ingres, Turkish Bath - 1863



Continental Bath, New York 1968



Sam Chermayeff, Sauna



The Finnish Sauna Society's 
premises in Lauttasaari



DIY

technics



Temporary Pleasure, Dublin



Rotor, Brussels



five tasks - five teams

assignment



01.BUILDERS
10 students
4 / 5 objects

materials: wood and tiles



02. TAILORS
5 students
curtains, towels, carpet….

tools: sewing machine



03.EDITORS
5 students
fanzine, photos, manifestos …



04. HACKERS
5 students
hacking the steamer: try to find other ways to
use it, i.e. steamer as a cooker, as smoke 
machine etc…



05. SCENOGRAPHERS / RAVERS
5 students
create a ritual event every day



timeframe

deliveries



BUILDERS

TAILORS

PUBLISHERS

HACKERS

RAVERS

MONDAY TUESDAY WEDNESDAY THURSDAY FRIDAY

project construct the 
wooden structure

glue the tiles plaster presentation 

project
design the 

pattern // baste 
the fabric

sew sew presentation 

project
the publication

account of the 
work

account of the 
work

account of the 
work + 

print/screen/…

presentation 

project hack the 
hammam

hack the 
hammam

hack the 
hammam

presentation 

project + 
“ritual”

first event second event third event event of the 
last day 



FRIDAY: 

OPEN 
HAMMAM 
QUADERNA


